
Enterprise Playbook Series

Managing BDRs 


Onboarding & Outbound Execution:

Training, Research, Messaging, Sequencing, Measurement



Transitioning from founder-led sales to your very first Business Development Representative 

(more commonly known as BDR) run sales organization is not as simple as most founders think.


We’ve previously written about how to and then 

 The next step in the sales evolution is to onboard and train those BDRs on the company’s 

unique sales playbook.


As a reminder, before embarking on this journey, ideally founders will have defined and 

produced:

conquer founder-led sales make your first BDR 

hire.

1. Clear ideal customer profiles (ICPs)

2. The best methods to reach them.

3.  that explains the business problem the product 

solves and written case studies that explains how current customers use the product.

 Clear, differentiated messaging

As the new backbone of the sales process, BDRs are tasked with researching and generating 

qualified prospects from the get-go. When done right, they can be wildly beneficial to the growth 

of the company. Meaning, this isn’t always the best place to cost cut. In fact, we’ve heard that 

roughly 80 - 90% of all sales at the Seed stage comes from BDR outbound leads.


This Enterprise Playbook outlines how Seed-stage enterprise software startup founders can 

build their own BDR program step-by-step and start revving up their outbound go-to-market 

engine.
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Founding & Seed Series A Beyond

*Note: These stages are approximate and can vary depending on your industry, team, funding, etc.

Founder-led sales: 
Founders are responsible for the 

end-to-end sales process, 

including researching prospects


and cold outreach, qualifying 

inbound and warm introductions, 

and closing the deal.

Hire a senior sales leader: 
Once your sales team is scaling 

consistently, hire a Head of, VP 

of, or Director of Sales. Do NOT 

hire a VP of Sales before you 

have a repeatable sales motion 

in place.

Hire your first BDRs: 
Once you have a sales 

process in place, hire entry 

level sales reps - BDRs. 

Have them test, iterate, and 

ultimately repeat this sales 

process.

Expand your sales team:  
Hire experienced sales reps - 

AEs with 1-4 years of 

experience.



Once you’ve 
hired your 
BDRs, it’s time 
to execute A 
BDR strategy:

Training, Research & Messaging

Outbound Execution:2

Onboarding1

Sequencing for Scale3

Measuring Success4



step 1: 

Onboarding 4 week Plan

Finalize all HR tasks, system setups, and tech stack logins


Team introductions


Company and product overview (demo, value proposition, and technology deep dives) 

*The intersection of product and customer knowledge is what matters here. Meaning BDRs should understand how key product capabilities 

benefit to customers vs. knowing every individual and technical feature.


Shadow other sales reps to better understand the sales the workflow 

*This can be other BDRs or AEs, but if this is the first BDR hire they will likely shadow the founder.

WEEK #1: Get acclimated to new surroundings.

The best BDR onboarding programs are highly structured. This gives new BDRs a clear view of what their first 30 - 90 days 
will look like with no ambiguity of what they should be doing day-to-day.

Reminder: This will be an overwhelming week, so give them time to learn, ask questions, make friends, and figure out where 
the bathroom is.



Study the company sales process and pitch


Study the company ICPs and buyer personas


Study the account-level and prospect-level types of engagement


Shadow prospecting sessions, live prospecting calls, live email sessions


Conduct practice / mock calls with other sales reps (just a few 30 minute calls)

Continue studying the company sales process and pitch, ICPs and buyer personas, and account-level and prospect-level types of engagement


Continue call practice with sales reps and applying feedback


Start drafting and sending emails and/or making calls to low-value leads

Continue shadowing prospecting sessions, live prospecting calls, live email sessions


Continue call practice with sales reps and applying feedback


Continue drafting and sending emails and/or making calls to higher value leads


Check-in and review training and progress with manager; This is the time to course correct if/where needed and determine any areas of weakness

WEEK 2: Deep dive on the sales process.

WEEK 3: Go time.

WEEK 4 & Beyond: Sink or swim.

*Have them research on their own, but also continue shadowing fellow sales reps. The goal is to give them a them a hands-on, tactical 

view of what their day-to-day activities will look like.



At the end of each day for the first one or two weeks, have the BDR send their 
manager a recap of the day with the following (this should not take more than 5 
minutes):

How often should I meet with my BRDs?

Recap of the day - what was accomplished or learned, any highlights?


Blockers - anything outstanding that wasn’t accomplished to schedule? Why?


Goals for tomorrow - where can the manager help?

During their training period, managers should meet with their BRDs everyday to do a postmortem 

directly after each sales call.


But as the BDRs get more comfortable and self-sufficient, everyday meetings can downsize to 2x 

per week and then 1x per week.


Once your BDR team has scaled (3+ BDRs), have them meet to review campaign-by-campaign 

performance optimization tactics without their manager.

PRO TIP



step 2: 

Outbound execution: ITERATE on What Worked for Founder-
Led Sales

What worked for the founder, won’t necessarily work for BDRs. Generally, founders will have a higher title, better connections 
and more intuitive knowledge of the product and current industry pain points (after all, they built the product themselves to 
address these pain points!) than any BDR.



To make the transition from founder-led sales to a BDR run organization, you’ll have to essentially pull all of this information 
out of the founder’s brain to arm your BDRs with the strongest possible outbound execution strategy across training, research, 
and messaging:

“Work Smarter, Not Harder”



Training

1

2

3

Follow the three “Ps” of BDR training:

Process

Product

People

What is the sales process the BDR should follow? See slides 10 - 19. Note: At the Seed 

stage, this will be an evolutionary process, and frequently be iterated on as the company 

and product scale.

What is the product? How are current customers using the product? What outcomes are 

current customers seeing? While enterprise products are often highly technical, it’s 

important a BDR can give a minimum viable pitch (MVP). Have them build internal 

relationships with people outside the Sales team (Design, Product, Engineering, Marketing, 

etc.) to help them understand more of the value vs. specific features of the product.

What are the personas you’re selling to? It’s important BDRs do effective discovery on 

prospects that include asking questions on what pain they are experiencing and the 

urgency driving it. See more on how to level up discovery calls here.

PRO TIP

Create an all-company Slack channel 

where the Sales team can share 

emails that have garnered replies. 

This allows BDRs and the broader 

Sales team to see successful emails, 

the prospect’s reply, and learn what 

works and what doesn’t. It also gives 

the full company (outside of just the 

Sales organization including the CEO, 

engineering/technical team, etc.) the 

opportunity to weigh in on further 

communication with the prospect.

https://www.work-bench.com/playbooks/leveling-up-your-discovery-and-demo-calls


Research

For example, research and sequencing for a target ICP account may take a full week. But remember, 

outbound sales is a volume game - while you don’t want to spray and pray, you also don’t want research 

so slowly that you are only able to send one outbound email a day.

High volume Low volume
+ +

= =
Low ACV deal potential High ACV deal potential 

BDRs should spend less time researching

(30% researching, 70% outreach/sequencing)

BDRs should spend more time researching

 (70% researching, 30% outreach/sequencing)



Research

Social Media: Utilize prospects’ Twitter, LinkedIn, blogs, conference talk recordings to help dig up more personal 

information about them:

Your Own Content: Determine if prospects have visited your site or downloaded/read any of your content.

News & Reports: Utilize news articles and public data reports from reliable sources like Forrester, Garnter, Deloitte, 

and Crunchbase.

Geography: Understand specific regions as well as associations and groups within those regions. Try to get as 

granular as possible here (ie. “Oyster Bay” vs. the broader “Bay Area”).

10K Reports & Quarterly Investor Calls or Presentations (for public companies only): Look for specific pain points, 

needs, priorities, and strategic initiatives outlined in these documents that you can align with.

Where to research:

What are their likes/dislikes? What type of personality do they have?


What have they posted about and commented on?


Do you have any mutual connections? If so, utilize that connection to make a warm intro.


Do you have any connections with other key personas to sell to?

PRO TIP 1

PRO TIP 2

Try to stay away from prospects’ 

general websites. Every BDR is 

utilizing this info, so you want to find 

info that stands out!

Capture all notes in a system of 

record that is not easily lost.



Messaging

There are a few ways to get in front of a prospect (email, LinkedIn, phone call, content engagement, etc.). Have BRDs try to decipher which 

outreach channel is mostly likely. For example, developers notoriously hate phone calls or texts, so they may react negatively to outreach on 

those channels.

Open by referencing the prospects background (Blogs, Talks, LinkedIn posts or skills, Social 
Media, etc.)

Mention the hypothesis for their target 
pain

Clearly state how your solution solves that 
pain

End by asking for product feedback or a whiteboarding session. Asking for a 
consultative meeting vs. a sales meeting or demo helps establish a 
relationship.

Make sure your email provides value. Leave them with a guide, blog post, case 
study, etc.

This is by far the most important touchpoint and if done properly, will increase the 
success of follow ups.

First Touch Email or LinkedIn Message:

PRO TIP

Provide current customer proof points 

after you explain how the product can 

solve the pain.



Template: High Impact Email

Keep it short; 3-5 words, if possible

Why are you reaching out this company or individual?

Write in a human way - lowercase, casual language

What problem can you help them solve?

Directly reference the company or prospect’s name

What are you asking form them?

Include a call-to-action

How can you tap into their personal goals and tie that into 

the product’s value proposition?

Ambiguity is OK

Sell your product’s value, not just features

This is the “information download” and allows for succinct, 
standardized messaging, as well as speedy emails for scale.

Do not have BDRs put “BDR” in their title. Try something more 
generic to your company mission (ie. “Health Advocate”).

Subject lines can be tricky, some tips include:

This is the “attention grabber” and allows for detailed, 
personalization off the bat:

Further Reading Read real BDR emails that performed 
with a 90% open rate from Catalyst here.

1

1

2
2

3

3

4

4

https://www.linkedin.com/posts/kchiu1_secrets-to-90-open-rate-and-20-response-activity-7004116504308760576-wFDK/


Hey [customer first name],


Noticed that you recently joined the team at [customer] - congrats on the new(ish) role!


I'm reaching out because I noticed your tenure as an RPA developer at various organizations. Given your goal is to 

help teams be more efficient through the use of automation in an attempt to find operating efficiencies and your 

advocacy of RPA, I thought it might be beneficial to connect.


Not sure how familiar you are with [company], but we're helping teams like yours automate their CX workflows. 

The RPA platform acts as the connective tissue between your existing CX tools for ticketing, alerting, task 

management, and documentation. I noticed that you posted about the importance of throughput between tickets 

- [company] helps CX teams continue these efforts for faster ticket resolution and increased throughput.


Think of [company] as your CX admin and scribe, taking point on pulling in the right people, updating 

stakeholders, creating tickets, and documenting everything. Within just a few clicks in Slack, specific automations 

are generated for responders based on severity and impacted parties. The idea is that responding to issues is 

standardized across the org. Given the intended growth of your team as you're currently hiring, this would ensure 

that no matter the tenure of the responder, they have a standardized, repeatable, well-informed process to follow.


And, as you run your post-mortems, the insights (i.e., key communication, major milestones, metrics + data, etc.) 

are already generated meaning less time sifting through the noise and more time learning from the incident.


I also saw that you're evaluated, tested, and implemented emerging technologies and thought you might be open 

to what we've built thus far. No expectations of signing the dotted line, rather a chance to show you how similar 

teams increase efficiency, resolve tickets faster, scale alongside growing teams, and go from there.


Would you be open to chatting some time in the next week or two? Happy to send over lunch/coffee to you while 

we enjoy the chat.


Personalize & 
show that you did 
your homework


Introduce the 
solution & tailor 
to the customer’s 
problem

Level-set and 
propose next 
steps


EXAMPLE:

fOLLOW UP 
EMAIL



Hi [name],


I just read your [customer] case study entitled RPA without RPA and know we can help remove some of the 

operational burdens your teams are still facing. It was pretty fascinating to read about the evolution of 

[customer] customer-engagement operations teams have gone through over the past decade and where you've 

identified as room for further improvement. Some of the outstanding challenges are things our platform can help 

alleviate.


Integral to that is your ticketing management process and the manual effort required for post-mortems that you 

highlight in the case study. [Company] manages the full lifecycle of a ticket directly from within Slack. We 

essentially allow you to automate your Ops-in-Squads and On-Call Handbooks removing toil, headaches, and 

confusion.


We, like you, understand the importance of service-oriented customer engagement. Our platform allows you to 

notify the appropriate knowledge experts, escalate tickets when needed, and provide clear communication 

when it matters most. The idea is that responding to issues is standardized across squads.


I'd love to schedule some time to show you our platform as you "continue to experiment to find the best 

solution"! I can even send you a whiteboard for your time!


Would you be open to learning how we can help your team increase throughout with less manual burden?


Regards, 


[Name]


Personalize & 
show that you did 
your homework

Introduce the 
solution & tailor 
to the customer’s 
problem

Level-set and 
propose next 
steps

EXAMPLE:

fOLLOW UP 
EMAIL



Sales efficiency should increase as factors become more predictable. 

These are the common factors to measure and test against:

Subject line

Email body

Outreach style

Length


Key words used


Was their name used?


Was a question asked?

Length


Amount of personalization / background research included


First and last sentence


Call to action

Platform used (email, LinkedIn, cold calling, etc.)


Time of day of outreach (morning, lunch/afternoon, night)


Was it warm or cold outreach?


Sequence order (ie. did you add them on LinkedIn first?)

Tools like help refine 

emails by flagging buzzwords, 

weak call-to-actions, etc.

Lavender 

PRO TIP

measure Outbound Strategy Success

https://www.lavender.ai


pRO TIPThe handoff
After a prospect requests more information, its time for the BDR to handoff the prospect to the founder.* 

This is the shining moment for the BDR, but also a fragile stage where it’s easy to loose the prospect if 

not handled correctly.

*In a more scaled out sales organization, the handoff will be to an AE or other senior Sales leader. 

However, in the earliest days, the founder will be the only senior leader. Some companies allow BDRs to 

conduct the demo pending their experience level, knowledge of the product, and the prospect's ACV and 

priority-level.

1

2

4

3

The BDR introduces the founder to the prospect and sends them a calendar invite to meet.

The BDR provides the founder extensive notes on the prospect and possible opportunity.

The founder takes over the contact completely.

The founder should quickly recap this information with prospect. In most circumstances, 

have the BDR join the first call - they have already foraged a relationship with the prospect 

and can jump in with valuable, personalized information where appropriate.

For effective note-taking, have 

BDRs do the following:

Take notes and create a short 

summary of the main points 

discussed in emails

Save a recording after it’s 

completed

Log all notes in Salesforce (or 

whatever tools decided upon 

within the company)

While this creates a lot of grunt work 

(both logging work for the BDR and 

research for the founder), it will be 

critically beneficial in the end.



Step 3:

Formalize & Scale the Process with a Sequencing Strategy

Sequencing & Follow-ups:

Source: Sam Nelson’s “The Agoge Sequence: A Blueprint 
for 2X Response Rates”

Emails:

Calls: 

 These can be mostly automated. For high-value targets, add manual steps later in the 

process.


While cold calling can be grueling and more difficult than ever now that office phones are 

extinct, follow up phone calls are still a potential method that allows prospects to ask questions 

quickly and opens up the conversation for technical questions that are more difficult to elaborate 

on over email. Test out cold calling - if success is low, move onto “warm calling” only prospects who 

have previously engaged with team or content and gained qualified status.

It takes an average of 7 touchpoint to book a meeting! The whole sequencing 

process should be at least 7 to 10 steps with a follow up touchpoint every 3+ days 

(that's 30 to 45 days total). Make sure to add new value in every step, not just “Hey, 

checking in.”

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

11

12

13

14

15
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1

1

3

3

4

4

7

10

14

15

17

19

21

27

No

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

No

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

No

No

Yes

Manual Email

LinkedIn Follow

Phone Call

Email Reply

Phone Call

Phone Call

Email Reply

LinkedIn InMail

Phone call

New Email

Reply Email

Reply Email

Phone call

Phone call

Breakup Email

Step TASK DAY AUTOMATED

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/writing-copy-closers-blueprint-2x-response-rates-sam-nelson/
https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/writing-copy-closers-blueprint-2x-response-rates-sam-nelson/


Stats Don’t Lie, Cold Calls Aren’t Dead:

Further Reading

High Impact Cold Calling
Talking to prospective customers via phone (vs. email) helps open up a dialogue and allows them 

to ask more technical questions. Have BDRs do the following:
8

92%

5.50

37

69%

57%

 cold call attempts is the average before 
reaching a prospect


 of customer interactions take place over the 
phone


 minutes is the average cold call duration


 seconds is the average sales rep monologue 
duration


 of prospects accepted a cold call in the past 
12 months


 of C-level buyers prefer when sales reps call 
them

Background research: Similar to a cold email, research the essentials on the prospect before picking up 

the phone.

The Best Cold Call Script Ever by HubSpot



Follow-up Calls with Prospects - When Has a 

Salesperson Gone Too Far? By ProSales Connection

Sources: SalesIntel, ResourcefulSelling

Timing: Avoid calling Monday morning or during peak meeting times. Wednesday and Thursday between 

10am - 11am and 4pm - 5pm are the most ideal call times.

Make cold call as warm as possible: Send an email right before giving the prospect a call. This way they 

can reference the email and the phone call isn’t completely cold. Make sure they have a script at the ready 

and a previous log of communication to reference.

Don’t linger: Like any email, make it personalized, but to the point.

Leave a voicemail: If the prospect doesn’t pick up the call, it’s ok to leave a short voicemail.

Set the right goal with follow ups: Rather than trying to execute a sale on the first call (which is highly 

unlikely anyway), focus on getting the prospect into the next stage of the pipeline. If they can set up a a 

follow-up from an initial cold call, they’ve won.

Log your calls: Log who was called, when, did they pick up, was a voicemail left, was a follow up email 

send, was a conversation had, what was that conversation?

Continuously test: Phone call sequences may grow stale, so recognize when that happens and test new 

sequencing orders and messaging.

https://blog.hubspot.com/sales/cold-call-script
https://www.prosalesconnection.com/blog/follow-up-calls-with-prospects-salesperson-gone-too-far
https://www.prosalesconnection.com/blog/follow-up-calls-with-prospects-salesperson-gone-too-far
https://salesintel.io/infographics/cold-calling-statistics-and-tips-infographic/
https://www.resourcefulselling.com/cold-calling-statistics/


Automation
Create a more complex lens at messaging at scale, creating a balance between automation and personalization. This matrix breaks down the priority 

level of varying titles.

Source: Sam Nelson’s “The Agoge Playbook: A No-Huddle Offense for SDR Teams"

Will go into a more 
automated sequence

Low priority titles 
that aren’t reached 
out to at all

Call

Cadence to Use

Automated Non-Call Sequences High-Touch Call Sequences Hit List

Automated Cadence Custom Cadence/Agoge Non-Standard

15%

4-6

10-20

1-3%

Direct Dial and Fits ICP

Could be from Yellow groups in

Persona Matrix, but their LinkedIn must


indicate they are responsible for

incident response/management, or


they are a warm intro

These prospects will be touched once

a day while they are in “pursuing”

BDRs only - these emails are entirely

custom and require the SDR to prove


understanding of the space,

competitors, and


industry/persona/company-specific

messaging

80%

3-5

80-120

10-20%

Green on Persona Matrix

Mid or High Tier Account identified by

AE

This group of prospects are split

between 2 groups of sequences: 1.

High-Touch sequences with 1 or 2


custom emails, 1 or 2 LinkedIn

touches, and 2 or 3 calls. 2. Agoge (1-3

custom emails, 4-6 automated emails,


3-4 LinkedIn touches, 4-6 calls)

SDRs next second 30 days - now that

the SDR is aware of the value prop,


this is where they´ll learn how to creat

custom messaging

5%

1-2

300-500

75-80%

Yellow on Persona Matrix

Some of these prospects may get a

custom pre-structured first email

These prospects will never get a

manual email, or in-sequence call.


They may fall into a call blitz bucket,

but never more then that.

SDRs first 30 days - reaching out to

Nurtured leads, previous closed-lost


opp´s

Time Allocation

Expected SQOs per Leads Prospected

Prospects to Target

Percentage of Prospects

Criteria

Notes

Projected Onboarding Buckets

https://www.linkedin.com/pulse/agoge-playbook-no-huddle-offense-sdr-teams-sam-nelson/?=


Step 4: measure BDR Success

Activity MetricS SUCCESS METRICS

There’s a lot of debate on what to measure BDRs against. A lot of traditional metrics measure “activity” without showing relevant 

“success.” What ultimately matters is: are BDRs consistently delivering new opportunities into the funnel? Given that, don’t over-rotate 

on measuring activity.


Metrics will be different across different companies, but examples include:

# of emails sent


# of calls


# of emails opened


# of responses


# of bounces (spam rate)

# of meetings books within the target ICP


# of meetings that actually took place (% conversion)


# of meetings that became qualified opportunities (% conversion)


# of positive replies



*Some BDR managers claim measuring these factors promote healthier BDR behavior 

and future sales conversions, given it focuses on quality not just quantity of leads.



Conclusion & 

key takeaways

Document all of the founder-led sales tactics that have worked in the past to pass on to BDRs. 

This includes having a clear ICP, so that BDRs do not have “seller drift” and stray too far into 

non-target personas.



Take the needed time to centralize and train your BDR team. Often, a lot of this process is 

skipped, leaving BDRs untrained and executing unproven processes.



Have BDRs prioritize quality over quantity outreach by emphasizing relationship building (this 

can also mean sending swag, gift cards for coffee, etc.).



Have BDRs be persistent with touchpoints so that the prospect is repeatedly hit with valuable 

information without asking for anything in return; this keeps the relationship continuity without 

being viewed as a sales person.



Have BDRs get creative on messaging.



Remember that there are no silver bullets. At the end of the day, there are best practices to BDR 

outbound to increase the rate of new prospects in the sale funnel, but there’s no quick or magic 

formula to forgo consistent outreach.



Thank you!

For more on the BDR career trajectory, check out our Women in Enterprise Sales Forum recap and recording on “3 Inspirational Lessons From SDRs Turned AEs” 

with AEs from high growth enterprise startups including Dialpad, Gong, Productboard, and Catalyst.
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Ryan Narod
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Director of Business 
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https://medium.com/work-bench/women-in-enterprise-sales-forum-3-inspirational-lessons-from-sdrs-turned-aes-bb770d26717c
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